In the Q: Seven MedQuarter Businesses Receive Recognition on KCRG's 2016 "A List"!

You may not think of the MedQuarter as the place to go for the best baked goods or the best breakfast, but you should!

The reason that our district is called the MedQuarter is because of all the great medical- and health-related providers located here. In addition, our district offers visitors a diverse selection of products and services from locally owned businesses. Seven of these businesses recently received recognition on KCRG's annual “A list” – a listing of 70+ categories that KCRG-TV9 viewers voted for. The following seven MedQuarter businesses garnered three First Place awards, three Second Place awards and one Third Place award!

Award Winning MedQ Establishments
- Kathy's Pies - Bakery (First Place)
- Riley's - Breakfast (First Place)
- Innovative Aesthetics - Nutrition (First Place)
- Brewed Awakenings - Coffee (Second Place)
- Brambles Gift Shoppe - Gift Shop (Second Place)
- Chiropractic Health Care Associates - Chiropractor (Second Place)
- Zio Johno's - Italian Food (Third Place)

These are just a few of the businesses available to you in the MedQuarter – all conveniently located in the heart of Cedar Rapids. Most have parking within a few steps of their front doors, so stop by soon.

Congratulations to all of the KCRG 2016 “A list” award recipients!